Kerry case is neglect of Vietnam veterans

By Norman Sandler

There are an estimated 15 to 20 thousand Vietnam veterans in New York and another 6-10 thousand in New Jersey. Both are big players in the so-called "street-walking" drug ad-
cults. Perhaps more ironic than the fact that the Veterans Administration has but 100 beds' in VA hospitals throughout the nation to lend assistance to the veteran-adolescent, ac-

By Paul Schindler

Two robberies have occurred at MIT in two weeks. A daring holdup on the morning of Monday, in which a solitary thief escaped with $400 in cash. The other robbery occurred just before Thanksgiving, when two checks were taken from the Under-

Grades Center thief nets $4k, UA thefts revealed

By Carol McGuire

With the steadily-increasing interest in MIT's botanical and biological sciences and technology, MIT is increasing its commit-
matic growth in biology and medicine

the ele-\n
The "down" call button on the Student Center fourth floor west - elevator has been missing for over eight weeks...

...is there elevators ...

Last Sunday night, a Student Center elevator lost count of its floor, and a student turned to The Tech managing editor to the Student Center Library. That is a 16-story high section of the building with 11 elevators. For 20 minutes of this time, the number varied from 3½ to 7, depending upon how many people you wish to calculate the value of a functional elevator. The hall was crowded and the elevators were slow. There was no indication of the elevator following the proper procedure. It then stopped, and the people inside the elevator were asked to step out, and then the elevator started back up. The people inside the elevator waited for 20 minutes before they were able to get to the third floor. As a result, the already slow elevators are now even slower and those passengers who attempted to push both call buttons, but without any luck, were forced to take the stairs. After several minutes, an elevator arrived at the third floor, and the people inside got out of the elevator and went into the Student Center Library. The elevator started back up and went to the next floor. Ehrlich, the executive editor of the Student Center Library, who is also a member of the Student Center Council, was glad to see the elevator return to the third floor.

The problem is that there are not enough elevators for the amount of people who use the building. In addition, the elevators are not fast enough to accommodate the large amount of people who use the building. The Student Center Library is located on the third floor of the building and is crowded with people all the time. The elevator is not fast enough to get people from the first floor to the third floor in a timely manner.
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In light of the recent problems with the elevators, there have been attempts to make the problem worse. Recently, there have been attempts to make the problem worse. The elevators are often out of order and the people who use the building need to wait for a long time before they can get to their destination. This is a major problem that needs to be addressed.
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